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OULINES OF INDIAN PHLOSOPHY-J 

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 50 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks 

Candidates should answer in their own words 

and adhere to the word limit as practicable. 

Answer question No. 1 and 2 and any two from the rest 

Answer any five questions from the following: 2x5 10 

(a) What is meant by Rta? 

(b) What is Pañca-Kosa?

(c) How many Bhktas are accepted by Cärväka? What are they? 

(d) Write the names of Dravya after Vaiae_ika Philosophy.

(e) What is Svabh�vav�da?

)How many actions (Karma) are accepted by Vaise_ikas? What are they? 

(g)What, according to Ny�aya philosophy, is the nature of Sannikar_a in the case of perception of colour of a thing? 

(h) How many Pram�pas are accepted in Ny�ya philosophy? What are they? 

(G) What is the difference between Pram� and Pram�na ? 

0) Mention the Pak_a, Sädhya and hetu in the following inferenceThe hill has fire, because the hill has smoke'. 
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Answer any two questions from the following: 5x2 10 
2. 

(a) Explain the Cãrv�ka's view of Ätman. 

(b) Distinguish between Savikalpaka Pratyaksa and Nirvikalpaka Pratyak_a.

(c) Give a short account of the notion of Pratityasamutp�dav�da. 

(d) Distinguish between Samyoga and Samav�ya. 

(e)What is Alaukika Pratyaksa? Explain with examples. 

10+5 
Anum�na is not a means of valid knowledge'- Critically explain this view of 

Carv�ka. 
3 

3+2+10 What is Abh�va? How many types of Abh�va are accepted in Vaise_ika 

Philosophy? Explain with suitable examples.

15 Explain in detail the four noble truths in Buddhist Philosophy. 

6. What is yapti? Explain Vy�ptigrahop�ya. 3+12 

What is Säm�nya, according to Vaise_ika? Discuss the nature of Sänm�nya. What 
are the different types of S�m�nya? What are the difference between Säm�nya 
and Visé_a? 

2+5+3+5 

N.B.: Students have to complete submission of their Answer Scripts through E-mail / Whatsapp 
to their own respective colleges on the same day / date of examination within 1 hour after end of exam. University / College authorities will not be held responsible for wrong submission (at in proper address). Students are strongly advised not to submit multiple copies of the same answer script 
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